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Abstract
We consider the biharmonic operator subject to homogeneous boundary condi-
tions of Neumann type on a planar dumbbell domain which consists of two disjoint
domains connected by a thin channel. We analyse the spectral behaviour of the
operator, characterizing the limit of the eigenvalues and of the eigenprojections as
the thickness of the channel goes to zero. In applications to linear elasticity, the
fourth order operator under consideration is related to the deformation of a free
elastic plate, a part of which shrinks to a segment. In contrast to what happens
with the classical second order case, it turns out that the limiting equation is here
distorted by a strange factor depending on a parameter which plays the role of the
Poisson coecient of the represented plate.
1 Introduction
This paper is devoted to a spectral analysis of the biharmonic operator subject to Neumann
boundary conditions on a domain which undergoes a singular perturbation. The focus is
on planar dumbbell-shaped domains Ωϵ , with ϵ > 0, described in Figure 1. Namely, given
two bounded smooth domains ΩL,ΩR in R2 with ΩL ∩ ΩR = ∅ such that ∂ΩL ⊃ {(0,y) ∈
R2 : −1 < y < 1}, ∂ΩR ⊃ {(1,y) ∈ R2 : −1 < y < 1}, and (ΩR∪ΩL)∩([0, 1] × [−1, 1]) = ∅,
we set
Ω = ΩL ∪ ΩR, and Ωϵ = Ω ∪ Rϵ ∪ Lϵ ,
for all ϵ > 0 small enough. Here Rϵ ∪ Lϵ is a thin channel connecting ΩL and ΩR dened
by
Rϵ = {(x ,y) ∈ R2 : x ∈ (0, 1), 0 < y < ϵд(x)}, (1.1)
Lϵ = ({0} × (0, ϵд(0)) ∪ ({1} × (0, ϵд(1)))),
where д ∈ C2[0, 1] is a positive real-valued function. Note that Ωϵ collapses to the limit
set Ω0 = Ω ∪ ([0, 1] × {0}) as ϵ → 0.
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Figure 1: The dumbbell domain Ωϵ .
We consider the eigenvalue problem
∆2u − τ∆u + u = λu, in Ωϵ ,
(1 − σ ) ∂2u
∂n2 + σ∆u = 0, on ∂Ωϵ ,
τ ∂u∂n − (1 − σ ) div∂Ωϵ (D2u · n)∂Ωϵ − ∂(∆u)∂n = 0, on ∂Ωϵ ,
(1.2)
where τ ≥ 0, σ ∈ (−1, 1) are xed parameters, and we analyse the behaviour of the
eigenvalues and of the corresponding eigenfunctions as ϵ → 0. Here div∂Ωϵ is the
tangential divergence operator, and (·)∂Ωϵ is the projection on the tangent line to ∂Ωϵ .
The corresponding Poisson problem reads
∆2u − τ∆u + u = f , in Ωϵ ,
(1 − σ ) ∂2u
∂n2 + σ∆u = 0, on ∂Ωϵ ,
τ ∂u∂n − (1 − σ ) div∂Ωϵ (D2u · n)∂Ωϵ − ∂(∆u)∂n = 0, on ∂Ωϵ ,
(1.3)
with datum f ∈ L2(Ωϵ ).
Since ∂Ωϵ has corner singularities at the junctions (0, 0), (0, ϵд(0)), (1, 0), (1, ϵд(1)) and
H 4 regularity does not hold around those points, we shall always understand problems
(1.2), (1.3), (as well as analogous problems) in a weak (variational) sense, in which case
only H 2 regularity is required.
Namely, the variational formulation of problem (1.3) is the following: nd u ∈ H 2(Ωϵ )
such that ∫
Ωϵ
(1 − σ )D2u : D2φ + σ∆u∆φ + τ∇u · ∇φ + uφ dx =
∫
Ωϵ
f φ dx , (1.4)
for all φ ∈ H 2(Ωϵ ). The quadratic form associated with the left-hand side of (1.4) - call it
BΩϵ (u,φ) - is coercive for all τ ≥ 0 and σ ∈ (−1, 1), see e.g. [13], [14]. In particular, by
standard spectral theory this quadratic form allows to dene a non-negative self-adjoint
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operator T = (∆2 − τ∆ + I )N (σ ) in L2(Ωϵ ) which plays the role of the classical operator
∆2 − τ∆ + I subject to the boundary conditions above. More precisely, T is uniquely
dened by the relation
BΩϵ (u,φ) =< T 1/2u,T 1/2φ >L2(Ωϵ ) ,
for all u,φ ∈ H 2(Ωϵ ). In particular the domain of the square root T 1/2 of T is H 2(Ωϵ )
and a function u belongs to the domain of T if and only if u ∈ H 2(Ωϵ ) and there exists
f ∈ L2(Ωϵ ) such that BΩϵ (u,φ) =< f ,φ >L2(Ωϵ ) for all φ ∈ H 2(Ωϵ ), in which case Tu = f .
We refer to [16, Chp. 4] for a general introduction to the variational approach to the
spectral analysis of partial dierential operators on non-smooth domains.
The operator T is densely dened and its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are exactly
those of problem (1.2). Moreover, since the embedding H 2(Ωϵ ) ⊂ L2(Ωϵ ) is compact,
(∆2 − τ∆ + I )N (σ ) has compact resolvent, hence the spectrum is discrete and consists
of a divergent increasing sequence of positive eigenvalues λn(Ωϵ ), n ∈ N, with nite
multiplicity (here each eigenvalue is repeated as many times as its multiplicity).
Problem (1.2) arises in linear elasticity in connection with the Kirchho-Love model
for the study of vibrations and deformations of free plates, in which case σ represents
the Poisson ratio of the material and τ the lateral tension. In this sense, the dumbbell
domain Ωϵ could represent a plate and Rϵ a part of it which degenerates to the segment
[0, 1] × {0}.
We note that problem (1.2) can be considered as a natural fourth order version of the
corresponding eigenvalue problem for the Neumann Laplacian −∆N , namely{
−∆u + u = λu, in Ωϵ ,
∂u
∂n = 0, on ∂Ωϵ ,
(1.5)
the variational formulation of which reads∫
Ωϵ
Du · Dφ + uφ dx = λ
∫
Ωϵ
uφ dx , (1.6)
where the test functions φ and the unknown u are considered in H 1(Ωϵ ).
Although the terminology used in the literature to refer to boundary value problems
for fourth order operators is sometimes a bit misleading, we emphasise that the formula-
tion of problems (1.2), (1.3) is rather classical, see e.g. [28, Example 2.15] where problem
(1.3) with τ = 0 is referred to as the Neumann problem for the biharmonic operator.
Moreover, we point out that a number of recent papers devoted to the analysis of (1.2)
have conrmed that problem (1.2) can be considered as the natural Neumann problem
for the biharmonic operator, see [7], [8], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [29]. We also refer
to [22] for an extensive discussion on boundary value problems for higher order elliptic
operators.
It is known that the eigenelements of the Neumann Laplacian on a typical dumbbell
domain as above have a singular behaviour, see [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], and the references
therein. For example, it is known that not all the eigenvalues of −∆N on Ωϵ converge to
the eigenvalues of −∆N in Ω; indeed, some of the eigenvalues of the dumbbell domain
are asymptotically close to the eigenvalues of a boundary value problem dened in the
channel Rϵ . This allows the appearance in the limit of extra eigenvalues associated with
an ordinary dierential equation in the segment (0, 1), which are generally dierent from
the eigenvalues of −∆N in Ω. Such singular behaviour reects a general characteristic
of boundary value problems with Neumann boundary conditions, the stability of which
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requires rather strong assumptions on the admissible domain perturbations, see e.g., [4],
[8], [27]. We refer to [15, p. 420] for a classical counterexample.
The aim of the present paper is to clarify how Neumann boundary conditions aect
the spectral behaviour of the operator ∆2 − τ∆ on dumbbell domains, by extending the
validity of some results known for the second order operator −∆N to the fourth-order
operator (∆2 − τ∆)N (σ ).
First of all, we prove that the eigenvalues of problem (1.2) can be asymptotically
decomposed into two families of eigenvalues as
(λn(Ωϵ ))n≥1 ≈ (ωk)k≥1 ∪ (θϵl )l≥1, as ϵ → 0, (1.7)
where (ωk)k≥1 are the eigenvalues of problem
∆2w − τ∆w +w = ωk w, in Ω,
(1 − σ ) ∂2w
∂n2 + σ∆w = 0, on ∂Ω,
τ ∂w∂n − (1 − σ ) div∂Ω(D2w · n)∂Ω − ∂(∆w)∂n = 0, on ∂Ω,
(1.8)
and (θϵ
l
)l≥1 are the eigenvalues of problem
∆2v − τ∆v +v = θϵ
l
v, in Rϵ ,
(1 − σ ) ∂2v
∂n2 + σ∆v = 0, on Γϵ ,
τ ∂v∂n − (1 − σ ) divΓϵ (D2v · n)Γϵ − ∂(∆v)∂n = 0, on Γϵ ,
v = 0 = ∂v∂n , on Lϵ .
(1.9)
The decomposition (1.7) is proved under the assumption that a certain condition on Rϵ ,
called H-Condition, is satised. We provide in particular a simple condition on the prole
function д which guarantees the validity of the H-Condition.
Thus, in order to analyse the behaviour of λn(Ωϵ ) as ϵ → 0, it suces to study θϵl as
ϵ → 0. To do so, we need to pass to the limit in the variational formulation of problem
(1.9). Since the domain Rϵ collapses to a segment as ϵ → 0, we use thin domain techniques
in order to nd the appropriate limiting problem. As in the case of the Laplace operator,
the limiting problem depends on the shape of the channel Rϵ via the prole function д(x).
More precisely it can be written as follows
1−σ 2
д (дh′′)′′ − τд (дh′)′ + h = θh, in (0, 1)
h(0) = h(1) = 0,
h′(0) = h′(1) = 0.
(1.10)
This allows to prove convergence results for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
problem (1.3). The precise statement can be found in Theorem 7. Roughly speaking,
Theorem 7 establishes the following alternative:
(A) either λn(Ωϵ ) → ωk , for somek ≥ 1 in which case the corresponding eigenfunctions
converge in Ω to the eigenfunctions associated with ωk .
(B) or λn(Ωϵ ) → θl as ϵ → 0 for some l ∈ N in which case the corresponding
eigenfunctions behave in Rϵ like the eigenfunctions associated with θl .
Moreover, all eigenvalues ωk and θl are reached in the limit by the eigenvalues λn(Ωϵ ).
We nd it remarkable that for σ , 0 the limiting equation in (1.10) is distorted by the
coecient 1−σ 2 , 1. This phenomenon shows that the dumbbell problem for our fourth
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order problem (1.2) with σ , 0 is signicantly dierent from the second order problem
(1.5) considered in the literature.
We also note that the Dirichlet problem for the operator ∆2u − τ∆u + u, namely
∆2u − τ∆u + u = λu, in Ωϵ ,
u = 0, on ∂Ωϵ ,
∂u
∂n = 0, on ∂Ωϵ
(1.11)
is stable in the sense that its eigenelements converge to those of the operator ∆2−τ∆+I in
Ω as ϵ → 0. In other words, as for the Laplace operator, in the case of Dirichlet boundary
conditions, no eigenvalues from the channel Rϵ appear in the limit as ϵ → 0. In fact, it is
well known that Dirichlet eigenvalues on thin domains diverge to +∞ as ϵ → 0, because
of the Poincaré inequality.
In order to prove our results, we study the convergence of the resolvent operators
(∆2 − τ∆ + I )−1
N (σ ,τ ) and this is done by using the notion of E-convergence, which is a
useful tool in the analysis of boundary value problems dened on variable domains, see
e.g., [5], [7], [8].
We point out that, although many papers in the literature have been devoted to the
spectral analysis of second order operators with either Neumann or Dirichlet boundary
conditions on dumbbell domains, see [2], [3], [23], [24] and references therein, very little
seems to be known about these problems for higher order operators. We refer to [30]
for a recent analysis of the dumbbell problem in the case of elliptic systems subject to
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Finally, we observe that it would be interesting to provide precise rates of convergence
for the eigenvalues λn(Ωϵ ) and the corresponding eigenfunctions as ϵ → 0 in the spirit of
the asymptotic analysis performed e.g., in [3], [18], [19], [20], [21], [23], [24] for second
order operators. However, in case of higher order operators, this seems a challenging
problem and is not addressed here.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove the asymptotic decomposition
(1.7) of the eigenvalues λn(Ωϵ ). This is achieved in several steps. In Theorem 1 we provide
a suitable upper bound for the eigenvalue λn(Ωϵ ). Then, in Denition 2 we introduce
an assumption on the shape of the channel Rϵ , called H-Condition, which is needed to
prove a lower bound for λn(Ωϵ ) as ϵ → 0, see Theorem 2. Finally, we collect the results
of the section in Theorem 3 to deduce a convergence result for the eigenvalues and the
eigenfunctions of problem (1.2) under the assumption that the H-Condition holds. In
Section 3 we show that a wide class of regular dumbbell domains satisfy the H-Condition.
In Section 4 we study the convergence of the solutions of problem (1.9) as ϵ → 0, we
identify the limiting problem in (0, 1), and we prove the spectral convergence of problem
(1.9) to problem (1.10). Finally, in Section 5 we combine the results of the previous sections
and prove Theorem 7.
2 Decomposition of the eigenvalues
The main goal of this section is to prove the decomposition of the eigenvalues of problem
(1.2) into the two families of eigenvalues coming from (1.8) and (1.9). First of all we note
that, since Ωϵ , Ω and Rϵ are suciently regular, by standard spectral theory for dierential
operators it follows that the operators associated with the quadratic forms appearing in the
weak formulation of problems (1.2), (1.8), (1.9) have compact resolvents. Thus, the spectra
of such problems are discrete and consist of positive eigenvalues of nite multiplicity. The
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eigenpairs of problems (1.2), (1.8), (1.9) will be denoted by (λn(Ωϵ ),φϵn)n≥1, (ωn,φΩn )n≥1,
(θϵn ,γ ϵn )n≥1 respectively, where the three families of eigenfunctionsφϵn, φΩn , γ ϵn are complete
orthonormal bases of the spaces L2(Ωϵ ), L2(Ω), L2(Rϵ ) respectively. Moreover we set
(λϵn)n≥1 = (ωk)k≥1 ∪ (θϵl )l≥1, where it is understood that the eigenvalues are arranged in
increasing order and repeated according to their multiplicity. In particular if ωk = θϵl for
some k, l ∈ N, then such an eigenvalue is repeated in the sequence (λϵn)n≥1 as many times
as the sum of the multiplicities of ωk and θϵl . Let us note explicitly that the order in the
sequence (λϵn)n≥1 depends on ϵ . For each λϵn we dene the function ϕϵn ∈ H 2(Ω) ⊕ H 2(Rϵ )
in the following way:
ϕϵn =
{
φΩ
k
, in Ω,
0, in Rϵ ,
(2.1)
if λϵn = ωk , for some k ∈ N; otherwise
ϕϵn =
{
0, in Ω,
γ ϵ
l
, in Rϵ ,
(2.2)
if λϵn = θϵl , for some l ∈ N. We observe that in the case λϵn = ωk = θϵl for some k, l ∈ N,
with ωk of multiplicitym1 and θϵl of multiplicitym2 we agree to order the eigenvalues
(and the corresponding functions ϕϵn) by listing rst the m1 eigenvalues ωk , then the
remainingm2 eigenvalues θϵl .
Note that (ϕϵi ,ϕϵj )L2(Ωϵ ) = δij where δij is the Kronecker symbol, that is δij = 0 for i , j
and δij = 1 for i = j . Note also that although ϕϵn dened by (2.2) are in H 2(Ωϵ ) (due to the
Dirichlet boundary condition imposed in Lϵ ), the function ϕϵn dened by (2.1) do not lie in
H 2(Ωϵ ). To bypass this problem we dene a sequence of functions in H 2(Ωϵ ) by setting
ξ ϵn =
{
EφΩ
k
, if λϵn = ωk ,
ϕϵn, if λϵn = θϵl ,
where E is a linear continuous extension operator mapping H 2(Ω) to H 2(RN ). Then it
is easy to verify that for xed i, j, we have (ξ ϵi , ξ ϵj )L2(Ωϵ ) = δij + o(1) as ϵ → 0. Then for
xed n and for ϵ small enough, ξ ϵ1 , . . . , ξ ϵn are linearly independent.
Now we prove an upper bound for the eigenvalues λn(Ωϵ ).
Theorem 1 (Upper bound). Let n ≥ 1 be xed. The eigenvalues λϵn are uniformly bounded
in ϵ and
λn(Ωϵ ) ≤ λϵn + o(1), as ϵ → 0. (2.3)
Proof. The fact that λϵn remains bounded as ϵ → 0 is an easy consequence of the inequality
λϵn ≤ ωn < ∞, (2.4)
which holds by denition of λϵn. In the sequel we write ⊥ to denote the orthogonality in
L2, and [f1, . . . , fm] for the linear span of the functions f1, . . . , fm.
By the variational characterization of the eigenvalues λn(Ωϵ ) we have
λn(Ωϵ ) = min

∫
Ωϵ
(1 − σ )|D2ψ |2 + σ |∆ψ |2 + τ |∇ψ |2 + |ψ |2∫
Ωϵ
|ψ |2
: ψ ∈ H 2(Ωϵ ),ψ . 0 andψ ⊥ φϵ1, . . . ,φϵn−1
}
. (2.5)
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Since the functions ξ ϵ1 , . . . , ξ ϵn are linearly independent, by a dimension argument there
exists ξ ϵ ∈ [ξ ϵ1 , . . . , ξ ϵn ] such that ‖ξ ϵ ‖L2(Ωϵ ) = 1, and ξ ϵ ⊥ φϵ1, . . . ,φϵn−1.
We can write ξ ϵ =
∑n
i=1 αiξ
ϵ
i , for some α1, . . . ,αn ∈ R depending on ϵ such that∑n
i=1 α
2
i = 1 + o(1) as ϵ → 0. By using ξ ϵ as a test function in (2.5) we get
λn(Ωϵ ) ≤
∫
Ωϵ
(1 − σ )|D2ξ ϵ |2 + σ |∆ξ ϵ |2 + τ |∇ξ ϵ |2 + |ξ ϵ |2
=
n∑
i=1
α2i
(∫
Ωϵ
(1 − σ )|D2ξ ϵi |2 + σ |∆ξ ϵi |2 + τ |∇ξ ϵi |2 + |ξ ϵi |2
)
+
∑
i,j
αiαj
(∫
Ωϵ
(1 − σ )(D2ξ ϵi : D2ξ ϵj ) + σ∆ξ ϵi ∆ξ ϵj + τ∇ξ ϵi · ∇ξ ϵj + ξ ϵi ξ ϵj
)
.
(2.6)
By denition of ξ ϵi and the absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral, we have∫
Ωϵ
(1 − σ )|D2ξ ϵi |2 + σ |∆ξ ϵi |2 + τ |∇ξ ϵi |2 + |ξ ϵi |2 =
{
ωk + o(1), if ∃k s.t. λϵi = ωk ,
θ lϵ , if ∃ l s.t. λϵi = θ lϵ ,
which implies that
∫
Ωϵ
(1 − σ )|D2ξ ϵi |2 + σ |∆ξ ϵi |2 + τ |∇ξ ϵi |2 + |ξ ϵi |2 ≤ λϵn + o(1).
Note that∑
i,j
αiαj
(∫
Ωϵ
(1 − σ )(D2ξ ϵi : D2ξ ϵj ) + σ∆ξ ϵi ∆ξ ϵj + τ∇ξ ϵi · ∇ξ ϵj + ξ ϵi ξ ϵj
)
= o(1).
Hence, λn(Ωϵ ) ≤ ∑ni=1 α2i (λϵn + o(1)) + o(1) ≤ λϵn + o(1) which concludes the proof of
(2.3). 
Remark 1. Note that the shape of the channel Rϵ does not play any role in establishing the
upper bound. The only fact needed is that the measure of Rϵ tends to 0 as ϵ → 0.
In the sequel we shall provide a lower bound for the eigenvalues λn(Ωϵ ). Before doing
so, let us introduce some notation.
Denition 1. Let σ ∈ (−1, 1), τ ≥ 0. We denote by H 2Lϵ (Rϵ ) the space obtained as the
closure in H 2(Rϵ ) of C∞(Rϵ ) functions which vanish in a neighbourhood of Lϵ . Furthermore,
for any Lipschitz bounded open setU we dene
[f ]H 2σ ,τ (U ) =
(1 − σ )‖D2 f ‖2L2(U ) + σ ‖∆f ‖2L2(U ) + τ ‖∇f ‖2L2(U ) + ‖ f ‖2L2(U )1/2 ,
for all f ∈ H 2(U ).
Note the functions u in H 2Lϵ (Rϵ ) satisfy the conditions u = 0 and ∇u = 0 on Lϵ in the
sense of traces.
Proposition 1. Let n ∈ N be such that the following two conditions are satised:
(i) For all i = 1, . . . ,n,
|λϵi − λi(Ωϵ )| → 0 as ϵ → 0, (2.7)
(ii) There exists δ > 0 such that
λϵn ≤ λn+1(Ωϵ ) − δ (2.8)
for any ϵ > 0 small enough.
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Let Pn be the projector from L2(Ωϵ ) onto the linear span [ϕϵ1, . . . ,ϕϵn] dened by
Pnд =
n∑
i=1
(д,ϕϵi )L2(Ωϵ )ϕϵi , (2.9)
for all д ∈ L2(Ωϵ ), where ϕϵi is dened in (2.1), (2.2). Then
‖φϵi − Pnφϵi ‖H 2(Ω)⊕H 2(Rϵ ) → 0, (2.10)
as ϵ → 0, for all i = 1, . . . ,n.
Proof. By (2.3) and (2.4) we can extract a subsequence from both the sequences (λϵi )ϵ>0
and (λi(Ωϵ ))ϵ>0 such that
λϵki → λi , and λi(Ωϵk ) → λ̂i ,
as k →∞, for all i = 1, . . . ,n + 1.
By assumption we have λi = λ̂i for all i = 1, . . . ,n. Thus, by passing to the limit as ϵ → 0
in (2.3) (with n replaced by n + 1) and in (2.8), we get
λn ≤ λ̂n+1 − δ ≤ λn+1 − δ .
We rewrite λ1, . . . , λn without repetitions due to multiplicity in order to get a new
sequence
λ˜1 < λ˜2 < · · · < λ˜s = λn (2.11)
and set λ˜s+1 := λ̂n+1 ≤ λn+1. Thus, by assumption (2.8) we have that
λ˜s < λ˜s+1. (2.12)
For each r = 1, . . . , s , let λ˜r = λir = · · · = λjr , for some ir ≤ jr , ir , jr ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, where
it is understood that jr − ir + 1 is the multiplicity of λ˜r . Furthermore, we dene the
eigenprojector Qr from L2(Ωϵ ) onto the linear span [φϵir , . . . ,φϵjr ] by
Qrд =
jr∑
i=ir
(д,φϵir )L2(Ωϵ )φϵir . (2.13)
We now proceed to prove the following
Claim: ‖ξ ϵki −Qrξ ϵki ‖H 2(Ωϵk ) → 0 as ϵ → 0, for all ir ≤ i ≤ jr and r ≤ s .
Let us prove it by induction on 1 ≤ r ≤ s .
If r = 1, we dene the function
χϵk = ξ
ϵk
i −Q1ξ ϵki = ξ ϵki −
j1∑
l=1
(ξ ϵki ,φϵkl )L2(Ωϵk )φ
ϵk
l
.
Then χϵk ∈ H 2(Ωϵk ), (χϵk ,φϵkl )L2(Ωϵk ) = 0 for all l = 1, . . . , j1 and by the min-max repre-
sentation of λ2(Ωϵk ) we have that
[χϵk ]2H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵk ) ≥ λ2(Ωϵk )‖χϵk ‖
2
L2(Ωϵk ) ≥ λ˜2‖χϵk ‖
2
L2(Ωϵk ) − o(1). (2.14)
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On the other hand, it is easy to prove by denition of χϵk that∫
Ωϵk
(1 − σ )(D2χϵk : D2ψ ) + σ∆χϵk∆ψ + τ∇χϵk · ∇ψ + χϵkψ dx
= λ1(Ωϵk )
∫
Ωϵk
χϵkψ dx + o(1) (2.15)
for allψ ∈ H 2(Ωϵk ). This in particular implies that
[χϵk ]2H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵk ) = λ1(Ωϵk )‖χϵk ‖
2
L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1) (2.16)
and consequently,
[χϵk ]2H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵk ) ≤ λ˜1‖χϵk ‖
2
L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1). (2.17)
Hence, inequalities (2.14), (2.17) imply that
λ˜2‖χϵk ‖2L2(Ωϵk ) − o(1) ≤ λ˜1‖χϵk ‖
2
L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1),
which implies that ‖χϵk ‖L2(Ωϵk ) = o(1) (otherwise we would have λ˜2 ≤ λ˜1 + o(1), against
(2.11)). Finally, equation (2.16) implies that [χϵk ]H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵk ) = o(1), so that also ‖χϵk ‖H 2(Ωϵk ) =
o(1).
Let r > 1 and assume by induction hypothesis that
‖ξ ϵki −Qtξ ϵki ‖H 2(Ωϵk ) → 0 (2.18)
as k → ∞, for all it ≤ i ≤ jt and for all t = 1, . . . , r − 1. We have to prove that (2.18)
holds also for t = r . Let ir ≤ i ≤ jr and let χϵk = ξ ϵki −Qrξ ϵki . Then
(χϵk ,φϵkh )L2(Ωϵk ) → 0 as k →∞, for all h = 1, . . . , jr . (2.19)
Indeed, if h ∈ {ir , . . . , jr } then by denition of χϵk , (χϵk ,φϵkh )L2(Ωϵk ) = 0. Otherwise, if
h < ir , note that the function φϵkh satises∫
Ωϵk
(1 − σ )
(
D2φϵk
h
: D2ψ
)
+ σ∆φϵk
h
∆ψ + τ∇φϵk
h
∇ψ + φϵk
h
ψ dx
= λh(Ωϵk )
∫
Ωϵk
φϵk
h
ψ dx ,
for all ψ ∈ H 2(Ωϵk ), briey BΩϵk (φ
ϵk
h
,ψ ) = λh(Ωϵk )(φϵkh ,ψ )L2(Ωϵk ) , for all ψ ∈ H 2(Ωϵk ),
where BU denotes the quadratic form associated with the operator ∆2 − τ∆ + I on an
open set U . Similarly, BΩϵk (ξ
ϵk
i ,ψ ) = λϵki (ξ ϵki ,ψ )L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1) for all ψ ∈ H 2(Ωϵk ). Thus,
λh(Ωϵk )(φϵkh , ξ ϵki )L2(Ωϵk ) = λ
ϵk
i (ξ ϵki ,φϵkh )L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1) which implies
(λh(Ωϵk ) − λϵki )(φϵkh , ξ ϵki )L2(Ωϵk ) = o(1) (2.20)
and since (λh(Ωϵk ) − λϵki ) → (λ˜h − λ˜i) , 0 by assumption, by (2.20) we deduce that
(φϵk
h
, ξ ϵki )L2(Ωϵk ) = o(1) as ϵk → 0, for all h = 1, . . . , jr , which implies (2.19).
As in the case r = 1 we may deduce that
[χϵk ]2H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵk ) ≥ λ˜r+1‖χϵk ‖
2
L2(Ωϵk ) − o(1). (2.21)
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On the other hand, by denition of χϵk we have
[χϵk ]2H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵk ) ≤ λ˜r ‖χϵk ‖
2
L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1). (2.22)
By (2.21), (2.22) and (2.11) it must be ‖χϵk ‖2L2(Ωϵk ) = o(1) and by (2.22) we deduce that
[χϵk ]2H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵk ) = o(1), hence ‖χϵk ‖H 2(Ωϵk ) → 0, as k →∞. This concludes the proof of the
Claim.
Now dene the projector Q˜n from L2(Ωϵ ) into the linear span [φϵ1, . . . ,φϵn] by
Q˜nд =
n∑
i=1
(д,φϵi )L2(Ωϵ )φϵi .
Then, as a consequence of the Claim we have that
‖ξ ϵki − Q˜nξ ϵki ‖H 2(Ωϵk ) → 0 (2.23)
as k → ∞, for all i = 1, . . . ,n. Indeed for all indexes i = 1, . . . ,n there exists 1 ≤
r ≤ s such that ir ≤ i ≤ jr ; let assume for simplicity that r = 1. Then we have
‖ξ ϵki −Q1ξ ϵki ‖H 2(Ωϵk ) → 0 as k →∞; and also
‖ξ ϵki − Q˜nξ ϵki ‖H 2(Ωϵk ) ≤ ‖ξ
ϵk
i −Q1ξ ϵki ‖H 2(Ωϵk ) +
n∑
l>j1
(ξ ϵki ,φϵkl )L2(Ωϵk )‖φϵkl ‖H 2(Ωϵk )
and the right-hand side tends to 0 as k →∞ because ‖φϵk
l
‖H 2(Ωϵk ) is uniformly bounded
in k and (ξ ϵki ,φϵkl )L2(Ωϵk ) → 0 as k →∞ (to see this it is sucient to argue as in the proof
of (2.20)). Moreover, since ‖ξ ϵki − ϕϵki ‖H 2(Ω)⊕H 2(Rϵk ) → 0 as k →∞ for all i = 1, . . . ,n, we
also have ‖ϕϵki −Q˜nϕϵki ‖H 2(Ω)⊕H 2(Rϵk ) → 0 as k →∞, for all i = 1, . . . ,n. Thus (Q˜nϕ
ϵk
1 , . . . ,
Q˜nϕ
ϵk
n ) is a basis in (L2(Ωϵk )n) for [φϵk1 , . . . ,φϵkn ]. Hence, φϵki =
∑n
l=1 a
ϵk
li
Q˜nϕ
ϵk
l
for some
coecients aϵk
li
= (φϵki ,ϕϵkl )L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1) as k →∞. Then for all i = 1, . . . ,n we have
‖φϵki − Pnφϵki ‖H 2(Ω)⊕H 2(Rϵk)
=
 n∑
l=1
(φϵki ,ϕϵkl )L2[ϕϵkl − Q˜nϕϵkl ] + o(1)
n∑
l=1
Q˜nϕ
ϵk
l

H 2(Ω)⊕H 2(Rϵk)
and the right-hand side tends to 0 as k →∞. 
Remark 2. In the previous proof one could prove that the matrixA = (aϵk
li
)l ,i=1,...,n is almost
orthogonal, in the sense that AAt = AtA = I+ o(1) as k →∞. To prove this it is sucient to
show that the matrix A˜ =
((ϕϵk
l
,φϵkm )L2(Ωϵk )
)
l ,m=1,...,n is almost orthogonal. Let l be xed and
note that ϕϵk
l
=
∑n
m=1(ϕϵkl ,φϵkm )L2(Ωϵk )φ
ϵk
m + (I − Q˜m)ϕϵkl , hence, by (2.23) we deduce that
δli = (ϕϵkl ,ϕϵki )L2(Ωϵk ) =
n∑
m=1
(ϕϵk
l
,φϵkm )L2(Ωϵk )(φ
ϵk
m ,ϕ
ϵk
i )L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1) , (2.24)
as k →∞. Note that we can rewrite (2.24) as A˜A˜t = I + o(1), and in a similar way we also
get that A˜tA˜ = I + o(1), concluding the proof.
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In the sequel we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. Assume that λ̂ ∈ R is such that, possibly passing to a
subsequence, λm(Ωϵ ) → λ̂ as ϵ → 0 for allm ∈ {i, . . . , j}. If χϵ ∈ [φϵi , . . . ,φϵj ], ‖χϵ ‖L2(Ωϵ ) =
1 and χϵ |Ω ⇀ χ in H 2(Ω) then∫
Ω
(1 − σ )(D2χ : D2ψ ) + σ∆χ∆ψ + τ∇χ · ∇ψ + χψ dx = λ̂
∫
Ω
χψ dx , (2.25)
for allψ ∈ H 2(Ω).
Proof. Since χϵ ∈ [φϵi , . . . ,φϵj ] and ‖χϵ ‖L2(Ωϵ ) = 1 there exist coecients (al (ϵ))jl=i such
that χϵ =
∑j
l=i
al (ϵ)φϵl and
∑j
l=i
a2
l
(ϵ) = 1. Note that for all m ∈ {i, . . . , j}, possibly
passing to a subsequence, there exists φ̂m ∈ H 2(Ω) such that φϵm |Ω ⇀ φ̂m in H 2(Ω). Since
χϵ |Ω ⇀ χ in H 2(Ω) by assumption, we get that χ = ∑jl=i alφ̂l in Ω for some coecients
(al )jl=i . Letψ ∈ H 2(Ω) be xed and consider an extension ψ˜ = Eψ ∈ H 2(RN ). Then∫
Ωϵ
(1 − σ )(D2χϵ : D2ψ˜ ) + σ∆χϵ∆ψ˜ + τ∇χϵ∇ψ˜ + χϵψ˜
=
j∑
l=i
al (ϵ)
[∫
Ωϵ
(1 − σ )(D2φϵl : D2ψ˜ ) + σ∆φϵl ∆ψ˜ + τ∇φϵl ∇ψ˜ + φϵl ψ˜ ]
=
j∑
l=i
al (ϵ)λl (Ωϵ )
∫
Ωϵ
φϵl ψ˜ .
(2.26)
Then it is possible to pass to the limit in both sides of (2.26) by splitting the integrals over
Ωϵ into an integral over Rϵ (that tends to 0 as ϵ → 0) and an integral over Ω. Moreover,
the integrals over Ω will converge to the corresponding integrals in (2.25) as ϵ → 0,
because of the weak convergence of χϵ in H 2(Ω) and the strong convergence of Eψ toψ
in H 2(Ω). 
We proceed to prove the lower bound for λn(Ωϵ ). To do so, we need to add an extra
assumption on the shape of Ωϵ . Hence, we introduce the following condition in the spirit
of what is known for the Neumann Laplacian (see e.g., [1], [2], [6]).
Denition 2 (H-Condition). We say that the family of dumbbell domains Ωϵ , ϵ > 0,
satises the H-Condition if, given functions uϵ ∈ H 2(Ωϵ ) such that ‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ωϵ ) ≤ R for all
ϵ > 0, there exist functions u¯ϵ ∈ H 2Lϵ (Rϵ ) such that
(i) ‖uϵ − u¯ϵ ‖L2(Rϵ ) → 0 as ϵ → 0,
(ii) [u¯ϵ ]2H 2σ ,τ (Rϵ ) ≤ [uϵ ]
2
H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵ ) + o(1) as ϵ → 0.
Recall that [·]H 2σ ,τ is dened above in Denition 1. We will show in Section 3 that a
wide class of channels Rϵ satises the H-Condition.
Theorem 2 (Lower bound). Assume that the family of dumbbell domains Ωϵ , ϵ > 0,
satises the H-Condition. Then for every n ∈ N we have λn(Ωϵ ) ≥ λϵn − o(1) as ϵ → 0.
Proof. By Theorem 1 and its proof we know that both λi(Ωϵ ) and λϵi are uniformly
bounded in ϵ . Then, for each subsequence ϵk we can nd a subsequence (which we still
call ϵk ), sequences of real numbers (λi)i∈N, (λ̂i)i∈N, and sequences of H 2(Ω) functions
(ϕi)i∈N, (φ̂i)i∈N, such that the following conditions are satised:
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(i) λϵki −→ λi , for all i ≥ 1;
(ii) λi(Ωϵk ) −→ λ̂i , for all i ≥ 1;
(iii) ξ ϵki |Ω −→ ϕi strongly in H 2(Ω), for all i ≥ 1;
(iv) φϵki |Ω −→ φ̂i weakly in H 2(Ω), for all i ≥ 1;
Note that (iii) immediately follows by recalling that ξ ϵki |Ω either it is zero or it coincides
with φΩi . Then (iv) is deduced by the estimate ‖φϵki ‖H 2(Ωϵk ) ≤ c λi(Ωϵk ) and by the
boundedness of the sequence λi(Ωϵk ), k ∈ N.
We plan to prove that λ̂i = λi for all i ≥ 1. We do it by induction. For i = 1 we clearly
have λ1 = λ1(Ω) = 1 = λ(Ωϵk ) for all k ; hence, passing to the limit as k → ∞ in the
right-hand side of the former equality we get λ1 = λ̂1. Then, we assume by induction
hypothesis that λ̂i = λi for all i = 1, . . . ,n and we prove that λ̂n+1 = λn+1. There are two
possibilities: either λn = λn+1 or λn < λn+1. In the rst case we deduce by (2.3) that
λn = λ̂n ≤ λ̂n+1 ≤ λn+1 = λn,
hence all the inequalities are equalities and in particular λ̂n+1 = λn+1. Consequently
we can assume without loss of generality that λn < λn+1. In this case we must have
λ̂n+1 ∈ [λn, λn+1] because λn = λ̂n and λn(Ωϵk ) ≤ λn+1(Ωϵk ) ≤ λϵkn+1 + o(1) as k → ∞. Let
r = max{λi : i < n, λi < λn}. Then λr < λr+1 = · · · = λn < λn+1. In particular we can
apply Proposition 1 with n replaced by r in order to get
‖φϵki − Prφϵki ‖H 2(Ω)⊕H 2(Rϵk ) → 0 (2.27)
as k →∞, for all i = 1, . . . , r . We now divide the proof in two steps.
Step 1: we prove that λn < λ̂n+1.
Let us assume by contradiction that λn = λ̂n+1; then λ̂r+1 = · · · = λ̂n = λ̂n+1. Dene the
subspace S by S = [φϵkr+1, . . . ,φϵkn+1]. Hence, S is (n − r + 1)-dimensional. We then choose
χϵk ∈ S with the following properties:
(I) ‖χϵk ‖L2(Ωϵk ) = 1.
(II) χϵk ⊥ ϕϵkr+1, . . . ,ϕϵkn in L2(Ωϵk ).
This choice is possible because [ϕϵkr+1, . . . ,ϕϵkn ] is (n − r )-dimensional. Moreover, we have
that
( χϵk ,ϕϵki )L2(Ωϵk ) −→ 0 (2.28)
as k →∞, for all i = 1, . . . , r . To see this, recall that χϵk ∈ S , hence
(χϵk ,φϵkj )L2(Ωϵk ) = 0, ∀j ≤ r . (2.29)
By (2.27) and (2.29), we have
(χϵk , Prφϵkj )L2(Ωϵk ) −→ 0, ∀j ≤ r
as k →∞. Thus,
r∑
l=1
(φϵkj ,ϕϵkl )L2(Ωϵk )(χϵk ,ϕ
ϵk
l
)L2(Ωϵk ) −→ 0, ∀j ≤ r , (2.30)
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as k → ∞. We can rewrite (2.30) as Atb → 0 as k → ∞, where A is the matrix
dened in Remark 2 and b ∈ Rr is the vector dened by bl = ((χϵk ,ϕϵkl )L2(Ωϵk ))l for all
l ∈ {1, . . . , r }. Hence, also AAtb → 0 as k → ∞ and by Remark 2 we deduce that
AAtb =
(
I + o(1))b = b + o(1) → 0 as k →∞, since b is bounded in k . This implies that
each component of b, which is (χϵk ,ϕϵkl )L2(Ωϵk ) tends to zero as k →∞, which is (2.28).
It is now clear that (2.28) and property (II) of χϵk yield
(χϵk ,ϕϵki )L2(Ωϵk ) −→ 0, for all i = 1, . . . ,n (2.31)
as k → ∞. Since ‖χϵk ‖H 2(Ω) ≤ C maxr+1≤j≤n+1‖φϵkj ‖H 2(Ω) < ∞ there exists a function
χ ∈ H 2(Ω) such that possibly passing to a subsequence
χϵk |Ω ⇀ χ in H 2(Ω), (2.32)
as k → ∞. By (2.31) and (2.32) we deduce that (χ ,ϕi)L2(Ω) = 0, for all i = 1, . . . ,n. By
Lemma 1 χ is a n-th eigenfunction of (∆2 − τ∆ + I)N (σ ) in Ω associated with λ˜n which
is orthogonal to ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn, among which there are all the possible n-th eigenfunctions.
Since λn < λn+1, the only way to avoid a contradiction is that χ ≡ 0 in Ω, that is
‖χϵk ‖L2(Ω) → 0, ‖χϵk ‖L2(Rϵk ) → 1 (2.33)
as k → ∞. We use now the H-Condition; let us choose a sequence of functions χϵk ∈
H 2Lϵk
(Rϵk ) such that ‖χϵk − χϵk ‖L2(Rϵk ) → 0 as k →∞ and
[χϵk ]2H 2σ ,τ (Rϵk ) ≤ [χϵk ]
2
H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵk )
+ o(1) (2.34)
as k → ∞. Then we can extend by zero χϵk to get a function (that we still call χϵk ) in
H 2(Ωϵk ). Hence,
(χϵk ,ϕ
ϵk
i )L2(Ωϵk ) = (χϵk ,ϕ
ϵk
i )L2(Rϵk )
= (χϵk − χϵk ,ϕ
ϵk
i )L2(Rϵk ) + (χϵk ,ϕ
ϵk
i )L2(Ωϵk ) − (χϵk ,ϕ
ϵk
i )L2(Ω)
(2.35)
for all i = 1, . . . ,n. By (2.31), (2.33), and the denition of χϵk the right hand side of (2.35)
tends to 0 as k → ∞, for all i = 1, . . . ,n. Thus, χϵk is asymptotically orthogonal to
ϕϵk1 , . . . ,ϕ
ϵk
n . In particular, by the variational characterization of the eigenvalues λϵki we
get that
[χϵk ]2H 2σ ,τ (Rϵk ) ≥ λ
ϵk
n+1‖χϵk ‖L2(Rϵk ) − o(1) ≥ λn+1‖χϵk ‖L2(Rϵk ) − o(1) (2.36)
On the other hand, by (2.34) we deduce that
[χϵk ]2H 2σ ,τ (Rϵk ) ≤ [χϵk ]
2
H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵk )
+ o(1)
= λn‖χϵk ‖2L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1) = λn‖χϵk ‖
2
L2(Rϵk ) + o(1).
This is a contradiction to (2.36) because λn < λn+1. Step 1 is complete.
Step 2: we prove that λ̂n+1 = λn+1.
Assume by contradiction that λ̂n+1 < λn+1. Let us note that as a consequence of Step 1
we can use Proposition 1 for the n-th eigenvalues in order to obtain
‖φϵki − Pnφϵki ‖H 2(Ω)⊕H 2(Rϵk ) → 0, (2.37)
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for all i = 1, . . . ,n. Then we can use the same argument we used in Step 1 for χϵk to show
that
‖φϵkn+1‖L2(Ω) −→ 0, (2.38)
as k →∞. To see this, just note that φϵkn+1 is orthogonal to φϵk1 , . . . ,φϵkn , and by (2.37) we
deduce that (φϵkn+1,ϕϵki )L2(Ωϵk ) → 0, as k →∞, for all i = 1, . . . ,n. Moreover,
(φϵkn+1,ϕϵkn+1)L2(Ωϵk ) −→ 0, (2.39)
as k →∞. Indeed, looking at the weak formulation of problem (1.2) and denoting by BU
denotes the quadratic problem associated with the operator ∆2 − τ∆ + I on an open set
U , we deduce both
BΩϵk (φ
ϵk
n+1,ϕ
ϵk
n+1) = λn+1(Ωϵk )(φϵkn+1,ϕϵkn+1)L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1)
and
BΩϵk (ϕ
ϵk
n+1,φ
ϵk
n+1) = λϵkn+1(ϕϵkn+1,φϵkn+1)L2(Ωϵk ) + o(1),
and subtracting the above equalities and passing to the limit as k → ∞ we obtain
(λ̂n+1 − λn+1) limk→∞(ϕϵkn+1,φϵkn+1)L2(Ωϵk ) = 0, which implies (2.39). Then
(φϵkn+1,ϕϵki )L2(Ωϵk ) −→ 0, (2.40)
as k →∞, for all i = 1, . . . ,n + 1. Passing to the limit in k we have (φ̂n+1,ϕi)L2(Ω) = 0 for
all i = 1, . . . ,n + 1. However, as in Step 1 we would have [φ̂n+1]2H 2σ ,τ (Ω) = λ̂n+1‖φ̂n+1‖L2(Ω),
which contradicts the assumption λ̂n+1 < λn+1 unless φ̂n+1 ≡ 0, which gives (2.38).
Now we use the H-Condition and (2.38) in order to nd a function φϵkn+1 ∈ H 2Lϵk (Rϵk ) such
that ‖φϵkn+1‖L2(Rϵk ) = 1 + o(1) and
[φϵkn+1]2H 2σ ,τ (Rϵk ) ≤ [φ
ϵk
n+1]2H 2σ ,τ (Ωϵk ) + o(1) = λn+1(Ωϵk ) + o(1) ≤ λ̂n+1 + o(1),
as k →∞. On the other hand, by the variational characterization of λϵkn+1 and by (2.38),
(2.40) we deduce that [φϵkn+1]2H 2σ ,τ (Rϵk ) ≥ λ
ϵk
n+1‖φϵkn+1‖L2(Rϵk ) − o(1) ≥ λn+1 − o(1) as k → ∞,
hence λn+1 ≤ λ̂n+1, a contradiction. Thus it must be λn+1 = λ̂n+1. 
We will say that xϵ ∈ (0,∞) divides the spectrum of a family of nonnegative self-adjoint
operators Aϵ , ϵ > 0, with compact resolvents in L2(Ωϵ ) if there exist δ ,M,N , ϵ0 > 0 such
that
[xϵ − δ ,xϵ + δ ] ∩ {λϵn}∞n=1 = ∅, ∀ϵ < ϵ0 (2.41)
xϵ ≤ M, ∀ϵ < ϵ0 (2.42)
N (xϵ ) := #{λϵi : λϵi ≤ xϵ } ≤ N < ∞. (2.43)
If xϵ divides the spectrum we dene the projector Pxϵ from L2(Ωϵ ) onto the linear span
[ϕϵ1, . . . ,ϕϵN (xϵ )] of the rst N (xϵ ) eigenfunctions by
Pxϵд =
N (xϵ )∑
i=1
(д,ϕϵi )L2(Ωϵ )ϕϵi ,
for all д ∈ L2(Ωϵ ). Then, recalling Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we deduce the following.
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Theorem 3 ((Decomposition of the eigenvalues)). Let Ωϵ , ϵ > 0, be a family of dumbbell
domains satisfying the H-Condition. Then the following statements hold:
(i) limϵ→0 |λn(Ωϵ ) − λϵn | = 0, for all n ∈ N.
(ii) For any xϵ dividing the spectrum, limϵ→0 ‖φϵrϵ − Pxϵφϵrϵ ‖H 2(Ω)⊕H 2(Rϵ ) = 0, for all
rϵ = 1, . . . ,N (xϵ ).
3 Proof of the H-Condition for regular dumbbells
The goal of this section is to prove that the H-Condition holds for regular dumbbell
domains. More precisely, we will consider channels Rϵ such that the prole function д
has the following monotonicity property:
(MP): there exists δ ∈]0, 1/2[ such that д is decreasing on [0,δ ) and increasing on (1 − δ , 1].
If (MP) is satised then the set Aϵ = {(x ,y) ∈ R2 : x ∈ (0,δ ) ∪ (1 − δ , 1), 0 < y < ϵд(x)}
is contained in the union of the two rectangles [0,δ ] × [0, ϵд(0)] and [1− δ , 1] × [0, ϵд(1)].
This fact will be used in the proof of the following theorem in order to control the H 2
norm of the candidate function uϵ appearing in the H-Condition.
Theorem 4. The validity of condition (MP) implies the validity of the H-Condition.
Before writing the proof of this theorem we need to introduce some notation. First,
for the sake of clarity we will consider a “one-sided” dumbbell Ωϵ = Ω ∪ Rϵ where Ω is a
smooth bounded domain in R2 such that the segment {0} × [−1, 1] is contained in the
boundary of Ω, Ω ∩ {x ≥ 0} = ∅ and Rϵ is dened as in (1.1). We will assume that Rϵ
satises the (MP) condition on 0 < x < δ only. Let Lϵ be the segment {0} × (0, ϵд(0)).
For any γ ∈ (0, 1), we dene a function χγϵ ∈ C1,1[−ϵγ , 1], such that χγϵ (−ϵγ ) =
(χγϵ )′(−ϵγ ) = 0, χγϵ (x) ≡ 1 for all 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and such that the following bounds on the
derivatives
‖(χγϵ )′‖L∞(−ϵγ ,0) ≤
c1
ϵγ
, ‖(χγϵ )′′‖L∞(−ϵγ ,0) ≤
c2
ϵ2γ
,
are satised for some positive real numbers c1, c2. A possible choice for χγϵ is
χ
γ
ϵ (x) =

−2
(
x + ϵγ
ϵγ
)3
+ 3
(
x + ϵγ
ϵγ
)2
, x ∈ (−ϵγ , 0),
1, x ∈ (0, 1),
which gives the (non-optimal) bounds c1 = 3/2, c2 = 6. For any γ , β > 0 we dene the
function fγ ,β ∈ C1,1(0, 1) by setting
f = fγ ,β (x) =
−ϵ
γ
(
x
ϵβ
)2
+ (ϵβ + 2ϵγ )
(
x
ϵβ
)
− ϵγ , x ∈ (0, ϵβ ),
x , x ∈ (ϵβ , 1).
(3.1)
Note that f is a C1,1-dieomorphism from (0, ϵβ ) onto (−ϵγ , ϵβ ). Then,
f ′(x) =
{
1 + 2ϵγ−β (1 − x
ϵβ
), x ∈ (0, ϵβ ),
1, x ∈ (ϵβ , 1),
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and
f ′′(x) =
{
−2ϵγ−2β , x ∈ (0, ϵβ ),
0, x ∈ (ϵβ , 1),
which implies that | f ′(x) − 1| ≤ 2ϵγ−β , for all x ∈ (0, 1), and | f ′′(x)| ≤ 2ϵγ−2β , for all
x ∈ (0, 1). Thus, if γ > β then
f ′(x) = 1 + o(1) as ϵ → 0. (3.2)
For any θ ∈ (0, 1), we dene the following sets:
Kθϵ = {(x ,y) ∈ Ω : −ϵθ < x < 0, 0 < y < ϵд(0)} ,
Γθϵ = {(−ϵθ ,y) : 0 < y < ϵд(0)} ,
Jθϵ = {(x ,y) ∈ Rϵ : 0 < x < ϵθ } ,
Qθϵ = {(x ,y) ∈ R2 : 0 < x < ϵθ , 0 < y < ϵд(0)} .
Finally, if γ/3 < β < γ/2, for every uϵ ∈ H 2(Ωϵ ) we dene the function uϵ ∈ H 2(Rϵ )
by setting
uϵ (x ,y) = uϵ (f (x),y) χγϵ (f (x)), (3.3)
for all (x ,y) ∈ Rϵ . Function uϵ will be used to prove the validity of the H-Condition.
Before doing so, we need to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let Ωϵ = Ω ∪ Rϵ with Rϵ satisfying the (MP) condition. Let uϵ ∈ H 2(Ωϵ )
be such that ‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ωϵ ) ≤ R for all ϵ > 0. Then, with the notation above and for 0 < θ < 13 ,
we have
‖uϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) = O(ϵ2θ ), ‖∇uϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) = O(ϵθ ), as ϵ → 0 (3.4)
Proof. We dene the function usϵ ∈ H 2(Jθϵ ) by setting
usϵ (x ,y) = −3uϵ (−x ,y) + 4uϵ
(
−x2 ,y
)
for all (x ,y) ∈ Jθϵ . The function usϵ can be viewed as a higher order reection of uϵ with
respect to the y-axis. Let us note that we can estimate the L2 norm of usϵ , of its gradient
and of its derivatives of order 2, in the following way:
‖usϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) ≤ C‖uϵ ‖L2(Kθϵ ), (3.5)
‖∇usϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) ≤ C‖∇uϵ ‖L2(Kθϵ ), (3.6)
‖Dαusϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) ≤ C‖Dαuϵ ‖L2(Kθϵ ), (3.7)
for any multiindex α of length 2 and for some constantC independent of ϵ . To obtain the
three inequalities above, we are using that the image of Kθϵ under the reexion about the
y-axis contains Jθϵ . This is a consequence of (MP). Since the L2 norms on the right-hand
sides of the inequalities above are taken on a subset of Ω, we can improve the estimate of
(3.5) and (3.6) using Hölder’s inequality and Sobolev embeddings to obtain
‖uϵ ‖L2(Kθϵ ) ≤ |Kθϵ |1/2‖uϵ ‖L∞(Ω) ≤ c
(
ϵθ+1
)1/2‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ω) (3.8)
and in a similar way
‖∇uϵ ‖L2(Kθϵ ) ≤ |Kθϵ |
1
2− 1p ‖∇uϵ ‖Lp (Ω) ≤ c
(
ϵθ+1
) 1
2− 1p ‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ω) (3.9)
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for any 2 < p < ∞. Thus
‖usϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) ≤ Cϵ
θ+1
2 ‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ω), and ‖∇usϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) ≤ C
(
ϵθ+1
) 1
2− 1p ‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ω). (3.10)
We also get
‖Dαusϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) ≤ C‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ω) . (3.11)
We dene now the function
ψϵ = (uϵ − usϵ )|Jθϵ ∈ H 2(Jθϵ ).
Thenψϵ = 0 = ∇ψϵ on Lϵ . Let us rst estimate ‖∇uϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ). Since we have
‖∇uϵ ‖2L2(Jθϵ ) =
2∑
i=1
∫
Jθϵ
∂uϵ
∂xi
2dx ,
we can directly estimate the L2-norm of the partial derivatives. Since ∂xiψϵ = 0 on Lϵ
for all i = 1, 2 we apply a one-dimensional Poincaré inequality in the x-direction. We
proceed as follows. For each x2 ∈ (ϵд(ϵθ ), ϵд(0)) we denote by hϵ (x2) the unique number
such that ϵд(hϵ (x2)) = x2 (that is, the inverse function of ϵд(·), which exists because of
hypothesis (MP)). For x2 ∈ (0, ϵд(ϵθ ))we dene hϵ (x2) = ϵθ . Observe that 0 ≤ hϵ (x2) ≤ ϵθ
and that Jθϵ can be expressed as Jθϵ = {(x1,x2) : 0 < x2 < ϵд(0); 0 < x1 < hϵ (x2)}. Hence,
for i = 1, 2 we have∂ψϵ∂xi (·,x2)
2
L2(0,hϵ (x2))
≤ 1
λ1(hϵ (x2))
 ∂∂x1
(
∂ψϵ
∂xi
(·,x2)
)2
L2(0,hϵ (x2))
(3.12)
where λ1(ρ) =
(pi
2
)2
ρ−2 is the rst eigenvalue of the problem
−v′′ = λv, in (0, ρ),
v(0) = 0,
v′(ρ) = 0.
Since 0 ≤ hϵ (x2) ≤ ϵθ , we get the bound λ1(hϵ (x2)) ≥
( pi
2ϵθ
)2 and integrating in (3.12)
with respect to x2 ∈ (0, ϵд(0)), we get∂ψϵ∂xi
2
L2(Jθϵ )
≤
(
2ϵθ
pi
)2 ∂2ψϵ∂x∂xi
2
L2(Jθϵ )
. (3.13)
Now note that
 ∂2ψϵ∂x∂xi L2(Jθϵ ) ≤ C‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ωϵ ) ≤ CR for all ϵ > 0, where we have used (3.11).
Hence we rewrite inequality (3.13) in the following way:∂ψϵ
∂xi

L2(Jθϵ )
≤ 2
pi
ϵθ (CR + o(1)) = O(ϵθ ) (3.14)
as ϵ → 0, for i = 1, 2.
Finally, by the inequalities (3.10), (3.14) we deduce that
‖∇uϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) ≤ ‖∇ψϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) + ‖∇usϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ )
≤ O(ϵθ ) +C (ϵθ+1) 12− 1p ‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ω) ≤ O(ϵθ ), (3.15)
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where we have used that (θ + 1)(1/2 − 1/p) > θ for large enough p.
It remains to prove that ‖uϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) = O(ϵ2θ ) as ϵ → 0. We can repeat the argument for
uϵ instead of ∂xiuϵ , with the dierence that now we can improve the decay of ‖ψϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ )
by using the one-dimensional Poincaré inequality twice. More precisely we have that
‖ψϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) ≤
( 2
pi
)2
ϵ2θ
∂2ψϵ∂x2 L2(Jθϵ )
from which we deduce ‖ψϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) = O(ϵ2θ ) as ϵ → 0. Hence,
‖uϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) ≤ ‖ψϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) + ‖usϵ ‖L2(Jθϵ ) ≤ O(ϵ2θ ) +Cϵ
θ+1
2 ‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ω) = O(ϵ2θ ) (3.16)
as ϵ → 0, concluding the proof. 
We can now give a proof of Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. Letuϵ ∈ H 2(Ωϵ ) be such that ‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ωϵ ) ≤ R for any ϵ > 0. We prove
that the H-Condition holds if we choose uϵ as in (3.3) with γ < 1/3. Note that uϵ ≡ uϵ on
Rϵ \ J βϵ . Let us rst estimate ‖uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ). By a change of variable and by (3.2) we deduce
that
‖uϵ ‖2
L2(J βϵ )
=
∫ ϵβ
0
∫ ϵд(x)
0
|(uϵ χγϵ )(f (x),y)|2 dydx
=
∫ ϵβ
−ϵγ
∫ ϵд(f −1(z))
0
|(uϵ χγϵ )(z,y)|2 | f ′(f −1(z))|−1 dydz
≤ (1 + o(1))
∫ ϵβ
−ϵγ
∫ ϵд(f −1(z))
0
|(uϵ χγϵ )(z,y)|2dydz
≤ (1 + o(1))‖uϵ ‖2L2(Zγϵ ),
(3.17)
where Zγϵ = {(x ,y) ∈ Ωϵ : −ϵγ < x < ϵβ , 0 < y < ϵд(f −1(x))}. Note that since the
function д is non increasing, then Zγϵ ⊂ Kγϵ ∪ J βϵ . Hence,
‖uϵ ‖2
L2(J βϵ )
≤ (1 + o(1))(‖uϵ ‖2L2(Kγϵ ) + ‖uϵ ‖
2
L2(J βϵ )
). (3.18)
Note that the last summand in the right-hand side of (3.18) behaves as O(ϵ4β ) as ϵ → 0
because of Proposition 2. Also by (3.8) with θ replaced by γ , we get
‖uϵ ‖L2(Kγϵ ) ≤ cϵ
γ+1
2 ‖uϵ ‖H 2(Ω),
Thus,
‖uϵ ‖2
L2(J βϵ )
≤ (1 + o(1))(O(ϵ4β ) +O(ϵγ+1) = O(ϵ4β )
as ϵ → 0. We then have by Proposition 2 that
‖uϵ − uϵ ‖L2(Rϵ ) = ‖uϵ − uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) ≤ ‖uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) + ‖uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) = O(ϵ
2β )
as ϵ → 0. This concludes the proof of (i) in the H-Condition.
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In order to prove (ii) from Denition 2, we rst need to compute ‖∇uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) and
‖D2uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ). We have
∂uϵ
∂x
(x ,y) =
[(
∂uϵ
∂x
χ
γ
ϵ
)
(f (x),y) + (uϵ (χγϵ )′)(f (x),y)
]
f ′(x)
∂uϵ
∂y
(x ,y) =
(
∂uϵ
∂y
χ
γ
ϵ
)
(f (x),y).
Hence,
‖∇uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) ≤ ‖ f
′‖L∞
(‖∇uϵ (f (·), ·)‖L2(J βϵ ) + ‖(uϵ (χγϵ )′)(f (·), ·)‖L2(J βϵ ))
≤ ‖ f ′‖L∞ ‖ f ′‖−1/2L∞
(‖∇uϵ ‖L2(Kγϵ ∪J βϵ ) + c1‖ϵ−γuϵ ‖L2(Kγϵ ))
≤ (1 + o(1))(‖∇uϵ ‖L2(Kγϵ ) + ‖∇uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) + c1ϵ−γ ‖uϵ ‖L2(Kγϵ ))
(3.19)
where we have used the denition of χγϵ and the change of variables (f (x),y) 7→ (x ,y).
By Proposition 2 we know that ‖∇uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) = O(ϵ
β ) as ϵ → 0. Moreover, by (3.8), (3.9)
with θ replaced by γ , we deduce that
‖uϵ ‖L2(Kγϵ ) = O(ϵ
γ+1
2 ), ‖∇uϵ ‖L2(Kγϵ ) = O(ϵγp ),
for any p < ∞, where we have set
γp =
(
1
2 −
1
p
)
(γ + 1).
Finally, we deduce by (3.19) that
‖∇uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) ≤ (1 + o(1))(O(ϵ
γp ) +O(ϵβ ) + ϵ−γO(ϵγp )) = O(ϵβ ) (3.20)
because γp − γ > β , for suciently large p (note that β < (1 − γ )/2 for γ < 1/3).
We now estimate the L2 norm of D2uϵ . In order to simplify our notation we write
F (x ,y) = (f (x),y), χγϵ = χ , u¯ϵ = u¯, uϵ = u and we use the subindex notation for the
partial derivatives, that is, ux = ∂u∂x and so on. First, note that
u¯xx =
[(
uxx χ + 2ux χ ′ + uχ ′′
)
◦ F
]
· | f ′|2 +
[(
ux χ + uχ
′
)
◦ F
]
· f ′′,
u¯xy =
[(
uxyχ + uyχ
′
)
◦ F
]
· f ′,
u¯yy =
(
uyyχ
)
◦ F ,
(3.21)
and we may write
u¯xx = [uxx χ ◦ F ] · | f ′|2 + R1, u¯xy = [uxyχ ◦ F ] · f ′ + R2, u¯yy = uyyχ ◦ F .
where
R1 =
[(
2ux χ ′ + uχ ′′
)
◦ F
]
· | f ′|2 +
[(
ux χ + uχ
′
)
◦ F
]
· f ′′,
R2 = uyχ
′ ◦ F · f ′.
We now show that ‖R1‖L2(J βϵ ) = o(1), ‖R2‖L2(J βϵ ) = o(1) as ϵ → 0. For this, we will
prove that each single term in R1 and R2 is o(1) as ϵ → 0. Recall that f ′(x) = 1 + o(1) and
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f ′′(x) = o(1), χ ′ = O(ϵ−γ ) and χ ′′ = O(ϵ−2γ ) for x ∈ (0, ϵβ ). By a change of variables, by
the Sobolev Embedding Theorem and the denition of χ it is easy to deduce that
‖(ux χ ′) ◦ F ‖L2(J βϵ ) ≤ (1 + o(1))‖ux χ
′‖L2(Kγϵ ) ≤ CRϵγp−γ = O(ϵβ )
‖(uχ ′′) ◦ F ‖
L2(J βϵ ) ≤ c2(1 + o(1))‖uϵ
−2γ ‖L2(Kγϵ ) ≤ CRϵ
1−3γ
2
‖(uyχ ′) ◦ F ‖L2(J βϵ ) ≤ c1(1 + o(1))‖ϵ
−γuy ‖L2(Kγϵ ) ≤ CRϵγp−γ = O(ϵβ ) .
By (3.20) we also have
‖(ux χ + uχ ′) ◦ F ‖L2(J βϵ ) ≤ (1 + o(1))‖∇uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) = O(ϵ
β ). (3.22)
Hence the L2 norms of R1, R2 vanish as ϵ → 0. In particular,
‖D2uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) = (1 + o(1))‖D
2uϵ ‖L2(Kγϵ ∪J βϵ ) +O(ϵ
1−3γ
2 ) +O(ϵβ ),
as ϵ → 0. In a similar way we can also prove that
‖∆uϵ ‖L2(J βϵ ) = (1 + o(1))‖∆uϵ ‖L2(Kγϵ ∪J βϵ ) +O(ϵ
1−3γ
2 ) +O(ϵβ ),
as ϵ → 0. Hence,
(1 − σ )‖D2uϵ ‖2
L2(J βϵ )
+ σ ‖∆uϵ ‖2
L2(J βϵ )
+ τ ‖∇uϵ ‖2
L2(J βϵ )
= (1 − σ )‖D2uϵ ‖2
L2(Kγϵ ∪J βϵ )
+ σ ‖∆uϵ ‖2
L2(Kγϵ ∪J βϵ )
+ o(1). (3.23)
By adding to both handsides of (3.23) (1−σ )‖D2uϵ ‖2L2(Rϵ \J βϵ ), σ ‖∆uϵ ‖
2
L2(Rϵ \J βϵ )
and the lower
order term τ ‖∇uϵ ‖2
L2(Rϵ \J βϵ )
, and keeping in account that uϵ ≡ uϵ on Rϵ \ J βϵ we deduce
that
(1 − σ )‖D2uϵ ‖2L2(Rϵ ) + σ ‖∆uϵ ‖
2
L2(Rϵ ) + τ ‖∇uϵ ‖
2
L2(Rϵ )
= (1 − σ )‖D2uϵ ‖2L2(Kγϵ ∪Rϵ ) + σ ‖∆uϵ ‖
2
L2(Kγϵ ∪Rϵ ) + τ ‖∇uϵ ‖
2
L2(Rϵ \J βϵ )
+ o(1)
≤ (1 − σ )‖D2uϵ ‖2L2(Ωϵ ) + σ ‖∆uϵ ‖
2
L2(Ωϵ ) + τ ‖∇uϵ ‖
2
L2(Ωϵ ) + o(1), (3.24)
as ϵ → 0, concluding the proof of (ii) in the H-Condition. Note that in (3.24), we have
used the monotonicity of the quadratic form with respect to inclusion of sets. Such
property is straightforward for σ ∈ [0, 1). In the case σ ∈ (−1, 0) it follows by observing
that
(1 − σ )[u2xx + 2u2xy + u2yy] + σ [u2xx + 2uxxuyy + u2yy]
≥ u2xx + u2yy + σ (u2xx + u2yy) = (1 + σ )(u2xx + u2yy) > 0,
for all u ∈ H 2(Ωϵ ). 
4 Asymptotic analysis on the thin domain
The purpose of this section is to study the convergence of the eigenvalue problem (1.9) as
ϵ → 0. Since the thin domain Rϵ is shrinking to the segment (0, 1) as ϵ → 0, we plan to
identify the limiting problem in (0, 1) and to prove that the resolvent operator of problem
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(1.9) converges as ϵ → 0 to the resolvent operator of the limiting problem in a suitable
sense which guarantees the spectral convergence.
More precisely, we shall prove that the the limiting eigenvalue problem in [0, 1] is
1−σ 2
д (дh′′)′′ − τд (дh′)′ + h = θh, in (0, 1),
h(0) = h(1) = 0,
h′(0) = h′(1) = 0.
(4.1)
Note that the weak formulation of (4.1) is
(1 − σ 2)
∫ 1
0
h′′ψ ′′дdx + τ
∫ 1
0
h′ψ ′дdx +
∫ 1
0
hψдdx = θ
∫ 1
0
hψдdx ,
for allψ ∈ H 20 (0, 1), where h is to be found in the Sobolev space H 20 (0, 1). In the sequel,
we shall denote by L2д(0, 1) the Hilbert space L2((0, 1);д(x)dx).
4.1 Finding the limiting problem
In order to use thin domain techniques in the spirit of [17], we need to x a reference
domain R1 and pull-back the eigenvalue problem dened on Rϵ onto R1 by means of a
suitable dieomorphism.
LetR1 be the rescaled domain obtained by setting ϵ = 1 in the denition ofRϵ (see (1.1)).
For any xed ϵ > 0, letΦϵ be the map fromR1 toRϵ dened byΦϵ (x′,y′) = (x′, ϵy′) = (x ,y)
for all (x′,y′) ∈ R1. We consider the composition operator Tϵ from L2(Rϵ ; ϵ−1dxdy) to
L2(R1) dened by
Tϵu(x′,y′) = u ◦ Φϵ (x′,y′) = u(x′, ϵy′) ,
for all u ∈ L2(Rϵ ), (x′,y′) ∈ R1. We also endow the spaces H 2(R1) and H 2(Rϵ ) with the
norms dened by
‖φ‖2
H 2ϵ,σ ,τ (R1) =
∫
R1
(
(1 − σ )
[∂2φ∂x2 2 + 2ϵ2  ∂2φ∂x∂y 2 + 1ϵ4 ∂2φ∂y2 2
]
+ σ
∂2φ∂x2 + 1ϵ2 ∂2φ∂y2 2 + τ
[∂φ∂x 2 + 1ϵ ∂φ∂y 2
]
+ |φ |2
)
dxdy , (4.2)
‖φ‖2
H 2σ ,τ (Rϵ ) =
∫
Rϵ
(
(1 − σ )
[∂2φ∂x2 2 + 2 ∂2φ∂x∂y 2 + ∂2φ∂y2 2
]
+ σ
∂2φ∂x2 + ∂2φ∂y2 2 + τ
[∂φ∂x 2 + ∂φ∂y 2
]
+ |φ |2
)
dxdy . (4.3)
It is not dicult to see that if φ ∈ H 2(Rϵ ) then
‖Tϵφ‖2H 2ϵ,σ ,τ (R1) = ϵ
−1‖φ‖2
H 2σ ,τ (Rϵ ).
We consider the following Poisson problem with datum fϵ ∈ L2(Rϵ ):
∆2vϵ − τ∆vϵ +vϵ = fϵ , in Rϵ ,
(1 − σ ) ∂2vϵ
∂n2ϵ
+ σ∆vϵ = 0, on Γϵ ,
τ ∂vϵ∂nϵ − (1 − σ ) div∂Ωϵ (D2vϵ · nϵ )∂Ωϵ −
∂(∆vϵ )
∂nϵ
= 0, on Γϵ ,
v = 0 = ∂vϵ∂nϵ , on Lϵ .
(4.4)
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Note that the energy space associated with Problem (4.4) is exactly H 2Lϵ (Rϵ ). By setting
v˜ϵ = vϵ (x′, ϵy′), f˜ϵ = f (x′, ϵy′) and pulling-back problem (4.4) to R1 by means of Φϵ , we
get the following equivalent problem in R1 in the unknown v˜ϵ (we use again the variables
(x ,y) instead of (x′,y′) to simplify the notation):
∂4v˜ϵ
∂x 4 +
2
ϵ 2
∂4v˜ϵ
∂x 2∂y2 +
1
ϵ 4
∂4v˜ϵ
∂y4 − τ
(
∂2v˜ϵ
∂x 2 +
1
ϵ 2
∂2v˜ϵ
∂y2
)
+ v˜ϵ = f˜ϵ , in R1,
(1 − σ )
(
∂2v˜ϵ
∂x 2 n˜
2
x +
2
ϵ
∂2v˜ϵ
∂x∂y n˜x n˜y +
1
ϵ 2
∂2v˜ϵ
∂y2 n˜
2
y
)
+ σ
(
∂2v˜ϵ
∂x 2 +
1
ϵ 2
∂2v˜ϵ
∂y2
)
= 0, on Γ1,
τ
(
∂v˜ϵ
∂x n˜x +
1
ϵ
∂v˜ϵ
∂y n˜y
)
− (1 − σ ) divΓ1,ϵ (D2ϵv˜ϵ · n˜)Γ1,ϵ − ∇ϵ (∆ϵv˜ϵ ) · n˜ = 0, on Γ1,
v˜ϵ = 0 = ∂v˜ϵ∂x nx +
1
ϵ
∂v˜ϵ
∂y n˜y , on L1.
(4.5)
Here n˜ = (n˜x , n˜y) = (nx , ϵ−1ny) and the operators ∆ϵ ,∇ϵ are the standard dierential
operators associated with (∂x , ϵ−1∂y). Moreover,
divΓ1,ϵ F =
∂F1
∂x
+
1
ϵ
∂F2
∂y
− n˜ϵ∇ϵF n˜ϵ
and (F )Γ1,ϵ = F − (F , n˜) n˜ for any vector eld F = (F1, F2).
Assume now that the data fϵ , ϵ > 0 are such that ( f˜ϵ )ϵ>0 is an equibounded family in
L2(R1), i.e., ∫
R1
| f˜ϵ |2 dxdy′ ≤ c, or equivalently
∫
Rϵ
| fϵ |2dxdy ≤ cϵ , (4.6)
for all ϵ > 0, where c is a positive constant not depending on ϵ .
We plan to pass to the limit in (4.5) as ϵ → 0 by arguing as follows. If v˜ϵ ∈ H 2L1(R1) is
the solution to problem (4.5), then we have the following integral equality
(1 − σ )
∫
R1
∂2v˜ϵ
∂x2
∂2φ
∂x2
+
2
ϵ2
∂2v˜ϵ
∂x∂y
∂2φ
∂x∂y
+
1
ϵ4
∂2v˜ϵ
∂y2
∂2φ
∂y2
dx
+ σ
∫
R1
(∂2v˜ϵ
∂x2
+
1
ϵ2
∂2v˜ϵ
∂y2
) (∂2φ
∂x2
+
1
ϵ2
∂2φ
∂y2
)
dx
+ τ
∫
R1
∂v˜ϵ
∂x
∂φ
∂x
+
1
ϵ2
∂v˜ϵ
∂y
∂φ
∂y
dx +
∫
R1
v˜ϵφdx =
∫
R1
f˜ϵφdx (4.7)
for all φ ∈ H 2L1(R1). By choosing φ = v˜ϵ we deduce the following apriori estimate:
(1 − σ )
∫
R1
∂2v˜ϵ∂x2 2 + 2ϵ2  ∂2v˜ϵ∂x∂y 2 + 1ϵ4 ∂2v˜ϵ∂y2 2dx + σ ∫R1
∂2v˜ϵ∂x2 + 1ϵ2 ∂2v˜ϵ∂y2 2dx
+ τ
∫
R1
∂v˜ϵ∂x 2 + 1ϵ2 ∂v˜ϵ∂y 2dx + ∫R1 |v˜ϵ |2dx ≤ 12
∫
R1
| f˜ϵ |2 dx + 12
∫
R1
|v˜ϵ |2 dx (4.8)
for all ϵ > 0. This implies that ‖v˜ϵ ‖H 2ϵ,σ ,τ (R1) ≤ C for all ϵ > 0, in particular ‖v˜ϵ ‖H 2(R1) ≤
C(σ ,τ ) for all ϵ > 0; hence, there existsv ∈ H 2(R1) such that, up to a subsequence v˜ϵ → v ,
weakly in H 2(R1), strongly in H 1(R1). Moreover from (4.8) we deduce that ∂2v˜ϵ∂x∂y L2(R1) ≤ Cϵ,
∂v˜ϵ∂y L2(R1) ≤ Cϵ, (4.9)∂2v˜ϵ∂y2 L2(R1) ≤ Cϵ2, (4.10)
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for all ϵ > 0, hence there exists u ∈ L2(R1) such that, up to a subsequence
1
ϵ2
∂2v˜ϵ
∂y2
⇀ u, weakly in L2(R1) (4.11)
as ϵ → 0. By (4.9) we deduce that the limit function v is constant in y. Indeed, if we
choose any function ϕ ∈ C∞c (R1), then∫
R1
v
∂ϕ
∂y
= lim
ϵ→0
∫
R1
v˜ϵ
∂ϕ
∂y
= − lim
ϵ→0
∫
R1
∂v˜ϵ
∂y
ϕ = 0,
hence ∂v∂y = 0 and then v(x ,y) ≡ v(x) for almost all (x ,y) ∈ R1. This suggests to choose
test functionsψ depending only on x in the weak formulation (4.7). Possibly passing to a
subsequence, there exists f ∈ L2(R1) such that
f˜ϵ ⇀ f in L2(R1), as ϵ → 0.
Letψ ∈ H 20 (0, 1). Thenψ ∈ H 2(R1) (here it is understood that the function is extended to
the whole of R1 by settingψ (x ,y) = ψ (x) for all (x ,y) ∈ R1) and clearlyψ ≡ 0 on L1. Use
ψ as a test function in (4.7), pass to the limit as ϵ → 0 and consider (4.11) to get∫ 1
0
(∂2v
∂x2
∂2ψ
∂x2
+ σM(u)∂
2ψ
∂x2
+ τ
∂v
∂x
∂ψ
∂x
+vψ
)
д(x)dx =
∫ 1
0
M(f )ψд(x)dx (4.12)
for allψ ∈ H 20 (0, 1). Here, the averaging operatorM is dened from L2(R1) to L2д(0, 1) by
Mh(x) = 1
д(x)
∫ д(x)
0
h(x ,y)dy ,
for all h ∈ L2(R1) and for almost all x ∈ (0, 1).
From (4.12) we deduce that
1
д
(v′′д)′′ + σ
д
(M(u)д)′′ − τ
д
(v′д)′ +v =M(f ), in (0,1),
where the equality is understood in the sense of distributions.
Coming back to (4.7) we may also choose test functions φ(x ,y) = ϵ2ζ (x ,y), where
ζ ∈ H 2L1(R1). Using (4.9), (4.10) and letting ϵ → 0 we deduce
(1 − σ )
∫
R1
u
∂2ζ
∂y2
+ σ
∫
R1
(∂2v
∂x2
∂2ζ
∂y2
+ u
∂2ζ
∂y2
)
= 0
which can be rewritten as ∫
R1
(
u + σ
∂2v
∂x2
) ∂2ζ
∂y2
= 0 (4.13)
for all ζ ∈ H 2L1(R1). In particular this holds for all ζ ∈ C∞c (R1), hence there exists the
second order derivative
∂2
∂y2
(
u + σ
∂2v
∂x2
)
= 0. (4.14)
Hence, u(x ,y) + σ ∂2v
∂x2 = ψ1(x) +ψ2(x)y for almost all (x ,y) ∈ R1 and for some functions
ψ1,ψ2 ∈ L2(R1), and then (4.13) can be written as∫
R1
(ψ1(x) + yψ2(x))∂
2ζ
∂y2
= 0 (4.15)
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Integrating twice by parts in y in equation (4.15) we deduce that
−
∫
∂R1
ψ2(x)ζnydS +
∫
∂R1
(ψ1(x) + yψ2(x))∂ζ
∂y
nydS = 0 (4.16)
for all ζ ∈ H 2L1(R1). We are going to choose now particular functions ζ in (4.16). Consider
rst b = 12 minx∈[0,1] д(x) > 0 so that the rectangle (0, 1) × (0,b) ⊂ R1 and consider a
function η = η(y) with η ∈ C∞(0,b) such that η(y) = 1 + αy for 0 < y < b/4, where
α ∈ R is a parameter, and η(y) ≡ 0 for y ∈ (34b,b). If we dene ζ (x ,y) = θ (x)η(y) for(x ,y) ∈ (0, 1) × (0,b) where θ ∈ C∞c (0, 1) and we extend this function ζ by 0 to all of R1,
then we can use ζ in (4.16) in order to obtain
α
∫ 1
0
ψ1(x)θ (x)dx −
∫ 1
0
ψ2(x)θ (x)dx = 0
for all α ∈ R and all θ ∈ C∞0 (0, 1). But this easily implies that ψ1 ≡ ψ2 ≡ 0. Thus, we
obtain
u(x ,y) = u(x) = −σ ∂
2v(x)
∂x2
for almost all (x ,y) ∈ R1, i.e., 1ϵ2 ∂
2v˜ϵ
∂y2 ⇀ −σ ∂
2v(x)
∂x2 in L
2(R1). Hence v solves the following
limit problem 
1−σ 2
д (дv′′)′′ − τд (дv′)′ +v =M(f ), in (0, 1)
v(0) = v(1) = 0,
v′(0) = v′(1) = 0,
(4.17)
and then by regularity theory we deduce that v ∈ H 4(0, 1).
4.2 Spectral convergence
We aim at proving the spectral convergence of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
problem (1.9) to the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the one dimensional
problem (1.10). To do so we shall prove the compact convergence of the associated
resolvent operators combined with the computations carried out in the previous section.
Note that the domain Rϵ varies with ϵ , hence the corresponding Hilbert spaces vary as
well. To bypass this problem we will use the notion of E-convergence of the resolvent
operators in L2. We recall the basic denitions and results.
LetHϵ , ϵ > 0, be a family of Hilbert spaces. We assume the existence of a family of linear
operators Eϵ ∈ L(H0,Hϵ ), ϵ > 0, such that
‖Eϵu0‖Hϵ → ‖u0‖H0, as ϵ → 0, (4.18)
for all u0 ∈ H0.
Denition 3. LetHϵ and Eϵ be as above.
(i) Let uϵ ∈ Hϵ , ϵ > 0. We say that uϵ E-converges to u as ϵ → 0 if ‖uϵ − Eϵu‖Hϵ → 0
as ϵ → 0. We write uϵ E−→ u.
(ii) Let Bϵ ∈ L(Hϵ ), ϵ > 0. We say that Bϵ EE-converges to a linear operator B0 ∈ L(H0)
if Bϵuϵ
E−→ B0u whenever uϵ E−→ u ∈ H0. We write Bϵ EE−→ B0.
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(iii) Let Bϵ ∈ L(Hϵ ), ϵ > 0. We say that Bϵ compactly converges to B0 ∈ L(H0) (and we
write Bϵ
C−→ B0) if the following two conditions are satised:
(a) Bϵ
EE−→ B0 as ϵ → 0;
(b) for any family uϵ ∈ Hϵ , ϵ > 0, such that ‖uϵ ‖Hϵ = 1 for all ϵ ∈ (0, 1), there
exists a subsequence Bϵkuϵk of Bϵuϵ and u¯ ∈ H0 such that Bϵkuϵk
E−→ u¯ as
k →∞.
For any ϵ ≥ 0, let Aϵ be a (densely dened) closed, nonnegative dierential operator
onHϵ with domain D(Aϵ ) ⊂ Hϵ . We assume for simplicity that 0 does not belong to the
spectrum of Aϵ and that
(H1): Aϵ has compact resolvent Bϵ := A−1ϵ for any ϵ ∈ [0, 1),
and
(H2): Bϵ
C−→ B0, as ϵ → 0.
Given an eigenvalue λ ofA0 we consider the generalized eigenspace S(λ,A0) := Q(λ,A0)H0,
where
Q(λ,A0) = 12pii
∫
|ξ−λ |=δ
(ξ I −A0)−1 dξ
and δ > 0 is such that the disk {ξ ∈ C : |ξ − λ | ≤ δ } does not contain any eigenvalue
except for λ. In a similar way, if (H1),(H2) hold, then we can dene S(λ,Aϵ ) := Q(λ,Aϵ )Hϵ ,
where
Q(λ,Aϵ ) = 12pii
∫
|ξ−λ |=δ
(ξ I −Aϵ )−1 dξ .
This denition makes sense because for ϵ small enough (ξ I −Aϵ ) is invertible for all ξ
such that |ξ − λ | = δ , see [4, Lemma 4.9]. Then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 5. Let Aϵ , A0 be operators as above satisfying conditions (H1), (H2). Then the
operators Aϵ are spectrally convergent to A0 as ϵ → 0, i.e., the following statements hold:
(i) If λ0 is an eigenvalue of A0, then there exists a sequence of eigenvalues λϵ of Aϵ such
that λϵ → λ0 as ϵ → 0. Conversely, if λϵ is an eigenvalue of Aϵ for all ϵ > 0, and
λϵ → λ0, then λ0 is an eigenvalue of A0.
(ii) There exists ϵ0 > 0 such that the dimension of the generalized eigenspace S(λ0,Aϵ )
equals the dimension of S(λ0,A0), for any eigenvalue λ0 of A0, for any ϵ ∈ [0, ϵ0).
(iii) If φ0 ∈ S(λ0,A0) then for any ϵ > 0 there exists φϵ ∈ S(λ0,Aϵ ) such that φϵ E−→ φ0
as ϵ → 0.
(iv) If φϵ ∈ S(λ0,Aϵ ) satises ‖φϵ ‖Hϵ = 1 for all ϵ > 0, then φϵ , ϵ > 0, has an E-
convergent subsequence whose limit is in S(λ0,A0).
Proof. See [5, Theorem 4.10]. 
We now apply Theorem 5 to problem (1.9). To do so, we consider the following Hilbert
spaces
Hϵ = L2(Rϵ ; ϵ−1dxdy), and H0 = L2д(0, 1),
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and we denote by Eϵ the extension operator from L2д(0, 1) to L2(Rϵ ; ϵ−1dxdy), dened by
(Eϵv)(x ,y) = v(x), (4.19)
for allv ∈ L2д(0, 1), for almost all (x ,y) ∈ Rϵ . Clearly ‖Eϵu0‖(Rϵ ;ϵ−1dxdy) = ‖u0‖L2д(0,1), hence
Eϵ trivially satises property (4.18).
We consider the operators Aϵ = (∆2 − τ∆ + I )Lϵ , A0 = (∆2 − τ∆ + I )D on Hϵ and
H0 respectively, associated with the eigenvalue problems (1.9) and (1.10), respectively.
Namely, (∆2 − τ∆ + I )Lϵ is the operator ∆2 − τ∆ + I on Rϵ subject to Dirichlet boundary
conditions on Lϵ and Neumann boundary conditions on ∂Rϵ \ Lϵ as described in (1.9).
Similarly, (∆2−τ∆+ I )D is the operator ∆2−τ∆+ I on (0, 1) subject to Dirichlet boundary
conditions as described in (1.10).
Then we can prove the following
Theorem 6. The operators (∆2 − τ∆ + I )Lϵ spectrally converge to
(∆2 − τ∆ + I )D as ϵ → 0, in the sense of Theorem 5.
Proof. In view of Theorem 5, it is sucient to prove the following two facts:
(1) if fϵ ∈ L2(Rϵ ; ϵ−1dxdy) is such that ϵ−1/2‖ fϵ ‖L2(Rϵ ) = 1 for any ϵ > 0, and vϵ is the
corresponding solutions of Problem (4.4), then there exists a subsequence ϵk → 0
as k →∞ and v¯ ∈ L2д(0, 1) such that vϵk E-converge to v¯ as k →∞.
(2) if fϵ ∈ L2(Rϵ ; ϵ−1dxdy) and fϵ E−→ f as ϵ → 0, then the corresponding solutions vϵ
of Problem (4.4) E-converge to the solution of Problem (4.17) with datum f .
Note that (1) follows immediately from the computations in Section 4.1. Indeed, if
fϵ ∈ L2(Rϵ ; ϵ−1dxdy) is as in (1), up to a subsequence, f˜ϵ ⇀ f in L2(R1), which implies
that v˜ϵ ⇀ v0 ∈ H 20 (0, 1) in H 2(R1), wherev0 is the solution of Problem (4.17). This implies
that ‖vϵ − Ev0‖L2(Rϵ ;ϵ−1dxdy) → 0, hence (1) is proved.
In order to show (2) we take a sequence of functions fϵ ∈ L2(Rϵ ; ϵ−1dxdy) and f ∈ L2д(0, 1)
such that ϵ−1/2‖ fϵ − Eϵ f ‖L2(Rϵ ) → 0 as ϵ → 0. After a change of variable, this is
equivalent to ‖ f˜ϵ − E f ‖L2(R1) → 0 as ϵ → 0. Arguing as in Section 4.1, one show that the
v˜ϵ ⇀ v ∈ L2д(0, 1) in H 2(R1) and that v solves problem (4.17). Hence ‖v˜ϵ − Ev ‖L2(R1) → 0
as ϵ → 0, or equivalently, ‖vϵ − Eϵv ‖L2(Rϵ ;ϵ−1dxdy) → 0 as ϵ → 0, proving (2).

5 Conclusion
Recall that the eigenpairs of problems (1.2), (1.8) are denoted by (λn(Ωϵ ),φϵn), (ωn,φΩn )n≥1
respectively, where the two families of eigenfunctions φϵn, φΩn are complete orthonormal
bases of the spaces L2(Ωϵ ), L2(Ω), respectively. Denote now by (hn,θn)n≥1 the eigenpairs
of problem (1.10) where the eigenfunctions hn dene an orthonormal basis of the space
L2д(0, 1). In the spirit of the denition of λϵn given in Section 2, we set now (λ0n)n≥1 =
(ωk)k≥1 ∪ (θl )l≥1, where it is understood that the eigenvalues are arranged in increasing
order and repeated according to their multiplicity. For each λ0n we dene the function
ϕ0n ∈ H 2(Ω) ⊕ H 2(Rϵ ) in the following way:
ϕ0n =
{
φΩ
k
, in Ω
0, in Rϵ ,
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if λ0n = ωk , for some k ∈ N; otherwise
ϕ0n =
{
0, in Ω,
ϵ−1/2Eϵhl , in Rϵ
if λϵn = θl , for some l ∈ N (here we agree to order the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions
following the same rule used in the denition of λϵn and ϕϵn in Section 2).
Finally, if x > 0 divides the spectrum λn(Ωϵ ) for all ϵ > 0 suciently small (see the
end of Section 2) and N (x) is the number of eigenvalues with λn(Ωϵ ) ≤ x (counting their
multiplicity), we dene the projector P0x from L2(Ωϵ ) onto the linear span [ϕ01, . . . ,ϕ0N (x)]
by setting
P0xu =
N (x)∑
i=1
(u,ϕ0i )L2(Ωϵ )ϕ0i
for all u ∈ L2(Ωϵ ). (Note that choosing x independent of ϵ is possible by the limiting
behaviour of the eigenvalues.) Then, using Theorems 3 and 6 we deduce the following.
Theorem 7. Let Ωϵ , ϵ > 0, be a family of dumbbell domains satisfying the H-Condition.
Then the following statements hold:
(i) limϵ→0 |λn(Ωϵ ) − λ0n | = 0, for all n ∈ N.
(ii) For any x dividing the spectrum, limϵ→0 ‖φϵn − P0xφϵn‖H 2(Ω)⊕L2(Rϵ ) = 0, for all n =
1, . . . ,N (x).
Proof. The convergence of the eigenvalues follows directly by Theorems 3 and 6. Indeed,
by Theorem 3 we know that |λn(Ωϵ ) − λϵn | → 0 as ϵ → 0. If λϵn = ωk for some k ∈ N,
for all suciently small ϵ , then we are done; otherwise, if λϵn = θϵl for some l ∈ N,
denitely in ϵ , by Theorem 6 we deduce that θϵ
l
→ θl as ϵ → 0, hence |λn(Ωϵ ) − θl | ≤
|λn(Ωϵ ) − θϵl | + |θϵl − θl | → 0 as ϵ → 0.
Consider now the convergence of the eigenfunctions. By Theorems 5, 6 it follows that
for any ϵ > 0 there exists an orthonormal sequence of generalized eigenfunctions δϵj in
L2(Rϵ , ϵ−1dxdy) associated with the eigenvalues θϵj of problem (1.9) such that for every
j ∈ N
‖δϵj − Eϵhj ‖L2(Rϵ ,ϵ−1dxdy) → 0, (5.1)
as ϵ → 0. Recall that a generalized eigenfunction is an element of a generalized eigenspace,
see Section 4.2. We set γ ϵj = ϵ−1/2δϵj and we note that γ ϵj is a sequence of generalized
eigenfunctions of Problem (1.9) which is orthonormal in L2(Rϵ ), as required in Theorem 3.
Thus by Theorem 3 (ii), we deduce thatφϵn − N (x )∑
i=1
(φϵn , ϵ−1/2Eϵhi )L2(Rϵ )ϵ−1/2Eϵhi

L2(Rϵ )
≤
φϵn − N (x )∑
i=1
(φϵn ,γ ϵi )L2(Rϵ )γ ϵi

L2(Rϵ )
+
N (x )∑
i=1
(φϵn ,γ ϵi )L2(Rϵ )γ ϵi −
N (x )∑
i=1
(φϵn , ϵ−1/2Eϵhi )L2(Rϵ )ϵ−1/2Eϵhi

L2(Rϵ )
≤ o(1) +
N (x )∑
i=1
(φϵn , ϵ−1/2Eϵhi )L2(Rϵ )(γ ϵi − ϵ−1/2Eϵhi )

L2(Rϵ )
+
N (x )∑
i=1
(φϵn ,γ ϵi − ϵ−1/2Eϵhi )L2(Rϵ )γ ϵi

L2(Rϵ )
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Hence,φϵn − N (x)∑
i=1
(φϵn, ϵ−1/2Eϵhi)L2(Rϵ )ϵ−1/2Eϵhi

L2(Rϵ )
≤ o(1) +C
N (x)∑
i=1
‖γ ϵi − ϵ−1/2Eϵhi ‖L2(Rϵ ) = o(1) +C
N (x)∑
i=1
‖δϵi − Eϵhi ‖L2(Rϵ ,ϵ−1dxdy).
(5.2)
Since the right-hand side of the last inequality in (5.2) goes to zero as ϵ → 0 by (5.1), we
conclude that limϵ→0 ‖φϵn−P0xφϵn‖L2(Rϵ ) = 0. Finally, the fact that limϵ→0 ‖φϵn−P0xφϵn‖H 2(Ω) =
0 follows directly from Theorem 3. 
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